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Problem
When accuracy studies con�rm that a new test is more 
sensitive than existing tests, the question is whether the 
extra patients identi�ed as having the disease will bene�t 
from treatment.

Evidence about treatment e�ectiveness is usually only 
available for populations de�ned by the existing tests. 
So, judgements are required2.

Principles
The critical assumptions for applying evidence of previous 
treatment trials to the “new test-de�ned population” are:
1)    The extra cases detected by the new test are at su�cient 
        risk of disease events to justify treatment. 
2)    Evidence for the e�ectiveness of treatment in 
        populations de�ned by existing tests is generalisable 
        to the new test-de�ned population. 
3)    Treatment harms are generalisable to the new test 
        de�ned population.

Judgements
Consideration of the net clinical bene�t involves weighing up 
the trade-o� between the absolute treatment e�ects versus 
treatment harms in extra patients detected by the new test. 

A net clinical bene�t occurs only where treatment bene�t is
above the threshold de�ned by the treatment harms.

Treatment harms may exceed bene�t if extra cases represent a 
shift of the spectrum to milder disease (harms > baseline risk), 
or if treatment is less e�ective in extra patients detected by the 
new test (harms > absolute treatment bene�t).

Example

EmA testing vs biopsy for 
celiac disease

MCUG vs ultrasonography 
for vesicoureteral re�ux (VUR) 
after �rst UTI

CTPA vs V/Q scanning for 
pulmonary embolism (PE)

New test-de�ned 
treatment population

EmA-de�ned mild 
celiac disease

Children with low-grade 
VUR but normal US

CTPA-de�ned PE, V/Q 
scan negative

Treatment 
comparison

+/- gluten-free diet

+/- antibiotic 
prophylaxis

+/- anti-coagulant 
treatment

Baseline risk of events

Plausible similar risk of disease 
events
a. Similar spectrum - no
b. Similar prognosis - yes

Uncertain risk of disease events
a. Similar spectrum – no
b. Similar prognosis – no

Uncertain risk of disease events
a. Similar spectrum – no
b. Similar prognosis – no

Treatment e�ects

Treatment e�ective
c. Evidence available – yes

Treatment not e�ective
c. Evidence available – yes

Plausible treatment e�ective
c. Evidence available – no
d. Similar across spectrum – ?
e. Biologically plausible – yes

Treatment harms

No signi�cant 
harms of treatment

Some harms of 
treatment

Signi�cant harms of 
treatment

Treatment bene�t/harm 
ratio

Treatment bene�t 
outweighs harms

No treatment bene�t

Plausible treatment harms 
outweigh bene�t given
lower baseline risk of
disease

Decision

Apply previous  treatment 
evidence – recommend use 
of new test

Apply previous treatment 
evidence – do not 
recommend use of new test

Need new treatment trial in 
new test-de�ned population

Abbreviations: EmA: Endomysial Antibodies, MCUG: micturating cystourethrography, V/Q scan: ventilation/perfusion scan, CTPA: computed tomographic pulmonary angiography

Supportive evidence
Existing evidence can be used to make these judgements:
1) Baseline risk of disease events
        a. The disease spectrum for the new test-de�ned population is  
            similar to that of the existing test-de�ned population, 
            or if unknown
        b. The baseline risk of disease events (prognosis) is similar across 
            the disease spectrum

2) Treatment e�ects
        Trials demonstrate the relative e�ectiveness of treatment
            c. in patients similar to the new test-de�ned population, or
            d. is similar across di�erent disease subgroups, and/or
        e. Strong biological plausibility treatment works in new population
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Treatment harms

Treatment bene�t

New test
positive

Existing tests
positive

Test accuracy Treatment e�ectiveness

Assumptions required to infer 
treatment outcomes for new test

R

Treatment Outcomes

Outcomes

Disease absent

Disease present

New test
positive

Judge previous evidence for the new 
test-de�ned population

1) Baseline risk of disease events
2) Treatment e�ects
3) Treatment harms

Existing tests
positive

Existing tests
negative

Apply previous treatment evidence
Apply previous 
treatment 
evidence

Need new
treatment trial

*assumes constant relative treatment e�ects for patients at di�erent baseline risk

The principles used to assess the applicability of treatment evidence to broader patient 
populations1 can be used to assess claims of improved treatment using a new more sensitive test.

Using the existing evidence to judge disease risks and treatment bene�t and harms will help 
researchers decide whether a more sensitive test leads to improved treatment outcomes 

or whether further treatment trials are needed.

Existing tests No treatment

Examples


